Containment in industrial biotechnology within wastewater treatment plants.
Both physical and biological containment are considered to be essential parts in the risk analysis of industrial Good Industrial Large-Scale Practice (GILSP) processes using genetically modified organisms (GMOs). Biological containment of industrial microorganisms has become a more important issue since the introduction of recombinant DNA techniques. In the event of an accidental discharge in the production plant, a large amount of organisms could be released into the wastewater treatment (WWT) system. This WWT system should therefore be considered as a part of the containment. This study demonstrates both a hydrodynamic and a microbiological model for the containment aspects of industrial WWT plants. The models are verified by measurements using industrial hosts of GILSP GMOs at full scale. Both models describe the full-scale equipment accurately. The results are supplemented with microcosm studies on survival of GMOs in defined niches. It is shown that WWT plants can be considered as useful additional parts of the containment of microorganisms, in case of an accidental discharge. The effect of drainage of an enormous amount of microorganisms (several tons) through the WWT plant into the environment is shown to be comparable to the direct drainage of a small-scale fermenter. Microcosm experiments correlate well with the survival rates in the WWT and therefore can be of use to predict the behaviour of GMOs in this environment.